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Hi everyone,

Heather.Predham _
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Robert Williams; Patricia Pilgrim; Pam Elliott; Donald Cook; Nancy Parsons
Denise Dunn
ERiPR Update
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Ciarenville: there was one to be contacted and she was told

This is an update as of this morning, February 10, 2006:

Confirmed negative
St. John's: all except five patients have either been determined to have died or have been contacted.

Of these five, one does not speak english but sees Dr. McCarthy so we will follow-up that way; two moved away
several years ago; the final two we have numbers but there is no answer C-;: I'...r-"" .,C, '.( cC >? ~. ~0...
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Carbonear: there were 11; 10 have been told and 1 is deceased.
r,~: ~ ·_j c.... ..... r ~ \ ~ ;'; :'- .
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Western: all the confirmed negative have been informed except for 1 that needs to be checked. They have 3 that they
don't have contact information on and they have 4 that were not on their originai list. Dr. Jenkins is following up on that

Central: I'll check on them iater today

St. Anthony: we have not heard from Dr. Jong re: the plan for notification of St. Anthony. There are 3 to be informed there.

Paneled
St. John's: A total of 147 have been paneled

Multiple results requiring individual follow-up: 1
Deceased: 5
Confirmed negative (contacted by QE) 7
No recommendation for cause 22

(this cause could be because of their low risk, advanced age, was offered previously and declined etc)
No recommendation as already treated 56

(although some of these may have received treatment appropriately, some may be on Tamoxifen for
metastasis since the original diagnosis) r<::'l

Recommended for Tamoxifen ~

~~~::::re~I~~~ ~~i~~ to recommendation 7 3 --;' " . c. ; ' .' Co •_ , ,

"chart at external clinic 2
Family MD asked to send clinical info 1

Total 147

Left to panel 46

Clarenville: 11 --;
Carbonear: 21
Central: 70 (there are 46 patient results missil191mm this.(e,giofll.. _ , .
Western: 81 (they are trying to determine the number that are missing)
Total: 183
THe Cancer Clinic has reviewed all the names from the region (except Western) and determined who has Cancer Clnic
charts. I will add this up today.

Heather
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